WOODBINE PLAY OF THE DAY

Date: June 30th, 2019

Race: #10 Bison City Stakes

Pick: #5 Intanga Rose 6-1 $10 WP exacta 5-1-6

*Intanga Rose ran pretty well in the Woodbine Oaks, she hit the gate unfortunately and then yielded late in the race, think she will be stronger in here even though she has to take on Bold Script again, think she may get the edge on her this time, no Desert Isle either as she is taking on the boys in the Queen’s Plate.

Other Plays

Race 8 Dominion Day #3 Aheadbyacentury $10 WP he can run all day and has two seconds at this distance, tough task facing this crew but will give him a shot at 20-1, Are you Kidding me has two thirds. Ex box 3-5-6